Abstract. Introduction: The treatment as prevention strategy has gained popularity as a way to reduce the incidence of HIV by suppressing viral load such that transmission risk is decreased. The effectiveness of the strategy also requires early diagnosis. Methods: Informed by data on the influence of diagnosis and treatment on reducing transmission risk, a model simulated the impact of increasing testing and treatment rates on the expected incidence of HIV in Australia under varying 5 assumptions of treatment efficacy and risk compensation. The model utilises Australia's National HIV Registry data, and simulates disease progression, testing, treatment, transmission and mortality. Results: Decreasing the average time between infection and diagnosis by 30% is expected to reduce population incidence by 12% (~126 cases per year, 95% confidence interval (CI): 82-198). Treatment of all people living with HIV with CD4 counts <500 cells mL -1 is expected to reduce new infections by 30.9% (95% CI: 15.9-37.6%) at 96% efficacy if no risk compensation occurs. The number of infections could 10 increase up to 12.9% (95% CI: 20.1-7.4%) at 26% efficacy if a return to prediagnosis risk levels occur. Conclusion: Treatment as prevention has the potential to prevent HIV infections but its effectiveness depends on the efficacy outside trial settings among men who have sex with men and the level of risk compensation. If antiretroviral therapy has high efficacy, risk compensation will not greatly change the number of infections. If the efficacy of antiretroviral therapy is low, risk compensation could lead to increased infections.
Introduction
Treatment as prevention (TasP) is an emergent public health strategy for reducing population HIV incidence. 1 Since HIV infectivity is associated with viral load, 2,3 treatment reduces 5 infectivity among people living with HIV (PLHIV) by reducing viral load. 4 In this study, we investigate the population-level impacts of increased testing for HIV and treatment of PLHIV in Australia, a resource-rich setting with relatively high access to testing, treatment and care for HIV and related health conditions. 10 The majority of PLHIV in Australia are men who have sex with men (MSM). It has been shown that an increase in antiretroviral therapy (ART) use is associated with a reduced risk of transmission in serodiscordant heterosexual couples. 3, 5 Increased ART use in 15 the HIV-infected population is correlated with a decreased risk of acquiring HIV in the uninfected population in South Africa. 6 HIV-uninfected individuals were 38% less likely to be infected with HIV in areas with ART coverage at 30-40% compared with areas with coverage below 10%. 6 
20
Estimation of the per-person reduction in risk of onwards transmission following use of ART varies by setting and the study type used to investigate the effect. Although the Preventing Sexual Transmission of HIV with Anti-HIV Drugs (HPTN 052) clinical trial showed an annual reduction in linked transmission among serodiscordant heterosexual couples of 96% (95% confidence interval (CI): 74-99%), 4 lower levels 5 of reduction are observed in population studies. In an observational study of heterosexual serodiscordant couples in China, there was a 26% relative reduction in HIV transmission associated with use of ART. 7 Although these studies represent very different populations, the difference between the clinical 10 trial results and the observational study results may indicate the limitation of ART in preventing transmission in a nonclinical trial setting where counselling and follow-up rates are lower. Adherence and viral suppression should be investigated to determine the impact that they have on the transmission rate.
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Francisco, where the epidemic is concentrated among MSM, there was a decreased trend in HIV incidence. 11 This was also associated with a decrease in community viral load. 11 In British Columbia, large scale-up of ART was associated with declines in 5 HIV diagnoses. 12 However, this decline may be attributable to other prevention programs targeting priority populations (people who use drugs). 13 Evidence of changes in infectivity in the main population affected by HIV in British Columbia (i.e. MSM) remains unclear. There was no decline in diagnoses 10 in this group; however, the size of the population of PLHIV has increased and thus per capita transmission may have decreased.
Following diagnosis, individuals tend to reduce risk behaviours that are associated with onwards transmission. 15 Numerous studies have found that the number of unprotected anal and vaginal acts with people of unknown or HIV-negative status decrease following diagnosis. A study from the United States (US) comprised mainly of MSM found that following diagnosis, the number of partners of negative or unknown HIV 20 status reduced by 75% compared with prediagnosis levels, and the number of unprotected vaginal and anal sex acts with HIV-negative or unknown partners reduced to almost zero. 14 In another US study, the number of reported risk behaviours decreased by 52% at 12 months following diagnosis and linkage 25 to care. 15 Among MSM in the US, 76% of men stopped having unprotected intercourse with men who were HIV-negative or unknown, which could result in onward transmission following diagnosis. 16 A meta-analysis of several studies in the US showed that unprotected anal and vaginal intercourse with people 30 believed to be HIV-uninfected reduced by 68% (95% CI: 59-76%) following diagnosis. 17 All of these studies show marked behaviour changes that reduce the likelihood of onward transmission of HIV.
To investigate the potential population-level impact of 35 strategies of increased testing and treatment, mathematical models are used. Many models have been used to investigate TasP in a variety of resource-poor 18, 19 and resource-rich settings. 20 . In this study, we develop a mathematical model specific to the HIV epidemic in Australia to predict the potential 40 population impact of TasP.
Methods

Model structure
We used an agent-based computer model to simulate disease progression, testing, treatment, transmission and mortality to 45 determine the impact of increasing testing and treatment rates on the expected incidence of HIV in Australia. The structure of the model is shown in Fig. 1 . The model was based on routinely collected Australian HIV surveillance data from a registry of all notified HIV diagnoses, of which the majority are MSM. These 50 data include age, sex, diagnosis date and whether a previous HIV diagnosis has occurred overseas. To the end of 2011, there were a total of 31 651 people who were diagnosed with HIV in the Australian registry. CD4 count at diagnosis, diagnosis date and estimates of CD4 decline 21 were used to produce back-projected 55 estimates of incidence and the total number of cases that remain undiagnosed (see Appendix S1, available online as supplementary material to this paper, for further detail).
Mortality was calculated using estimates of the rate of AIDS development, 22 the general population mortality 23 and standardised mortality ratios of PLHIV in Australia. 24 The estimates for mortality were used to estimate the total number 5 of PLHIV who have been diagnosed. PLHIV who were previously diagnosed overseas were assumed to contribute to transmissions in Australia following the date of notification in Australia. The number of people previously diagnosed overseas in 2011 was 160; we assume that this (constant) rate of entry of 10 PLHIV will continue in the future.
Model simulations were run using custom software written in Matlab ver. 2012a (The Mathworks, Nantick, MA, USA). A detailed description of the model and the parameters used in the model can be found in the appendix. 15 Key model assumptions: impact of ART and diagnosis on infectivity Given the large difference in transmission risk reduction between studies investigating the impact of ART, we chose to simulate the expected outcomes associated with optimistic 20 and pessimistic assumptions separately. The HTPN 052 trial results 4 measured a 96% (95% CI: 74-99%) reduction in transmission due to ART. The ecological study of the impact of treatment on transmission rates in China by Jia et al.
7 showed a reduction of 26% (95% CI: 16-35%). Both of these studies 25 have some similarities to and differences from the Australian population of PLHIV. The proportion of people with an undetectable viral load in the HTPN trial (89%) matches the proportion of PLHIV in Australia on ART who have an undetectable viral load (87-90%). 25 The relevance of the 30 HPTN clinical trial to PLHIV in Australia under nonclinical trial conditions may be limited, as access to care, follow-up and Fig. 1 . Schematic diagram of the key processes in the model. The infectiousness of diagnosed individuals is somewhat lower than undiagnosed individuals (65% reduction) due to a reduction in risk behaviours; the infectiousness of those on treatment is lower (assumed to be either a 26% or 96% reduction) due to reduced viral load.
the differences in the nature of the infection risk behaviour (predominantly heterosexual monogamous contact in HTPN 052 v. predominantly MSM contact in Australia) may imply that the efficacy of TasP is different in Australia. The study by 5 Jia et al. 7 reports transmission rates in a nonclinical trial setting, which makes it appropriate for simulating PLHIV in a nonclinical trial setting. However, Jia et al.'s study is also not ideal for simulating the available healthcare and treatments experienced by PLHIV in Australia. Jia et al. also do not report 10 viral suppression levels, which are core to ART providing protection against transmission. A study that reports on the viral suppression rates of PLHIV in China shows that viral suppression occurs in 72% of cases, 26 which is somewhat lower than the rate in Australia. Both studies investigate transmission 15 between heterosexual couples, which is a limitation when investigating the impact on a population of PLHIV who are predominantly MSM. In this study, we simulated the expected outcomes of treatment scale-up according to the ART efficacy assumptions aligned with these contrasting estimates. 20 The CIs of the studies were used to contribute to model uncertainty using a log-normal distribution.
Based on several studies, estimates for the reduction in the transmission-related risk behaviour following diagnosis were drawn from a uniform distribution between 0.5 and 0.8.
14-17,27 25 We investigated the impact of risk compensation. We chose two levels of risk compensation (no risk compensation and risk compensation returning to prediagnosis levels) in the model to indicate the range of possible risk compensation scenarios. We believe that risk behaviour returning to prediagnosis levels 30 represents the upper limit of increases in risk behaviour for those involved in a TasP intervention. Given risk reduction to levels following diagnosis of 68%, 17 a return to prediagnosis levels of risk behaviour would represent a 3.1-fold increase in the risk behaviour following treatment initiation. A meta-analysis of 35 beliefs about the protective nature of ART in preventing transmission showed that those who believed in the protective nature of ART had an odds ratio of 1.82 (95% CI: 1.52-2.17) of having unprotected sex. 28 Hence, a return to prediagnosis levels of risk behaviour seems to be a reasonable upper bound to the expected risk compensation.
Simulating interventions
Estimates of the testing rate for a given year were determined 5 by matching the number of diagnoses (obtained via Australia's National HIV Registry) with the numbers of infections and undiagnosed PLHIV. The treatment rate was determined by matching the estimates of the size of the currently living HIVinfected population with the estimates of the total number of 10 people in Australia on ART. 29 Rates of treatment and testing were then adjusted in the model to simulate a variety of intervention scenarios. The scale-up of increases in testing and treatment in the model occurred instantaneously at the beginning of 2013. The adherence of those who initiate 15 treatment as a result of the interventions was assumed to be equal to that of those prescribed ART as a result of regular physician decisions.
Results
Baseline
20
The baseline scenario (where testing and treatment rates in the future remain the same as they are currently) is shown in Fig. 2 . who are diagnosed but not on treatment has previously been estimated to be 529 cells mL -1 (interquartile range: 409-681 cells mL -1 ). 29 Using this information, we estimated that 43% of people who are not currently receiving treatment have CD4 counts below 500 cells mL Population impact of increased HIV treatment Sexual Health C beginning of 2012 is estimated to be 57%. 30 If all people with CD4 counts below 500 cells mL -1 were on treatment, the rate of treatment would rise to~70% of the diagnosed population. We chose to report detailed results for this scenario and the scenario 5 where testing rates were increased such that the average time between infection and diagnosis would reduce by 30%, since these represent what we consider to be conservatively attainable.
Increased testing only
To reduce the time between infection and diagnosis by 30% 10 would require an increase in the mean testing rate among all PLHIV previously undiagnosed with their infection from 26.2% (95% CI: 24.0-28.0%) per year to 35% (95% CI: 32-37%) per year. This corresponds to a change in the mean duration between infection and diagnosis from 3.4 years to 2.6 years. The 15 median time to diagnosis is estimated to be lower: 1.4 years currently, which is expected reduce to 1.0 years under this scenario. This increase in testing would be expected to prevent 126 (95% CI: 82-198) infections in the fifth year of the intervention (2017), an 8.7% (95% CI: 5.9-14.5%) reduction 20 overall, as shown in Fig. 3a . An increased testing strategy would result in a marked increase in diagnoses during the first year of implementation, from 941 diagnoses in 2012 to 1290 (95% CI: 1206-1390) in 2013, as shown in Fig. 3b , but the number of diagnoses would decline thereafter. 25 
Increased treatment only
If the treatment rate in diagnosed PLHIV were to increase from 50% to 70%, 243 (95% CI: 168-298) infections would be averted in 2017 (Fig. 3c) . This corresponds to a 0.21 (95% CI: 0.15-0.25) reduction in infections compared with the 30 baseline scenario. Implementing increased treatment only would not cause a short-term increase in diagnoses (Fig. 3d) , unlike increased testing alone (Fig. 3b) . Rather, diagnoses would decrease slowly with time, reflecting a reduction in infections, reducing to 905 (95% CI: 825-986) diagnoses per year in 2017. 35 Increased testing and treatment A combination of both increased testing and treatment would have greater impact than increasing just one of these components. In Fig. 3e , we show that after 5 years of a TasP strategy, 370 (95% CI: 279-437) new HIV infections would be 40 expected to be averted, with a 30% average reduction in the time from infection to diagnosis and an increase in treatment to 70% of diagnosed cases. This represents a 32% (95% CI: 24%-35%) reduction in infections compared with projections of current levels. Although a short-term spike in diagnoses would be 45 observed in the first year of the intervention (as shown in Fig. 3f ), it would be followed by a sharp decrease in the number of diagnoses, reaching 871 (95% CI: 801-990) diagnoses per year after 5 years. Since the effectiveness of treatment is assumed to be very high, risk compensation had 50 a moderate impact on these results.
Impact of treatment efficacy
In the previous sections, we considered the impact of treatment where efficacy was assumed to be high (96%). However, treatment may not be as effective in field applications as in a clinical trial. The expected relative reductions in the population incidence in the fifth year of a TasP intervention under a range of testing and treatment levels are presented in Fig. 4. Fig. 4a shows the expected reductions in infections assuming treatment 5 efficacy as estimated in Jia et al.
7 (26% (95% CI: 16-35%)); Fig. 4b shows treatment efficacy as estimated in the HTPN trial (96% (95% CI: 74-99%)). 4 The baseline scenario is shown in the lower left corner (a default of 0% reduction in the time between infection and 10 diagnosis compared with the current average duration, and 57% of diagnosed individuals on ART). If the testing rate were to increase such that the time between infection and diagnosis was reduced by half (50% on the horizontal axis), 21% of new HIV infections would be averted in the fifth year of the intervention at 15 96% efficacy versus 11% of infection prevented at 26% efficacy. If the fraction of diagnosed PLHIV on treatment increased from 57% to 90% (vertical axis), then 55% of new HIV infections would be averted in the fifth year of the intervention at 96% efficacy versus 9% of infections averted at 26% efficacy. These 20 graphs can be used to estimate the required levels of testing and treatment required in order to attain a certain level of reduction in population incidence. For example, a 50% reduction in incidence could be attained solely by increasing the proportion of diagnosed PLHIV on ART to 86% at 96% 25 efficacy. If the duration between infection and diagnosis decreased by 50%, then the proportion of diagnosed PLHIV required to be on ART to reduce incidence by 50% is 76% at 96% efficacy.
There appears to be very little interaction between increased 30 testing and increased treatment. That is, the expected total number of infections prevented by strategies that increase testing and treatment is approximately the sum of the separate effects.
Treatment levels based on CD4 counts and the impact 35 
of risk compensation
We used the model to examine the impact of changing the CD4 thresholds for initiating ART. We also investigated the combined effect of risk compensation and the impact of different levels of efficacy. In Fig. 5 , we show the proportion 40 of infections averted in the fifth year of the intervention with increased treatment (without changes in testing) that are associated with treatment initiation below different CD4 thresholds. These results consider the impact on the epidemic if all people living with currently diagnosed and untreated HIV 45 with a CD4 count below the specified threshold commence treatment. Treating all PLHIV who have a CD4 count below 500 cells mL -1 would result in an expected 30.9% (95% CI: 15.9-37.6%) decrease in infections at 96% efficacy with no risk compensation. If risk compensation caused risk behaviour 50 to return to prediagnosis levels (100% risk compensation), then the reduction in infections would be lower at 27.0% (95% CI: 1.0-35.6%). If ART has high efficacy in preventing transmission, then significant reductions in transmissions would be seen even under high levels of risk compensation. However, 55 if efficacy is lower (at 26%), then, at best, we would expect to see a 5.3% (95% CI: 3.1-7.4%) reduction in infections when targeting those with CD4 counts lower than 500 cells mL -1 . Population impact of increased HIV treatment Sexual Health E
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If risk compensation were to return to prediagnosis levels, then the number of infections is actually expected to increase by 12.9% (95% CI: 7.4-20.1%).
Discussion
5 This study investigated the likely impact that increasing testing and treatment would have on Australia's HIV epidemic.
Interventions that increase testing rates are expected to have net decreases in the number of incident infections. However, the number of diagnoses will initially increase, which may give the 10 temporary appearance that the strategy is not working. To ensure a correct assessment of the effectiveness of such interventions, numerous years are required, along with monitoring indicators of testing rates and earlier diagnoses (such as newly acquired incident cases through laboratory evidence or testing history, 15 through examination of the average CD4 count at diagnosis or both).
The results across all CD4 levels show two important results. First, at high efficacies, the expected number of infections averted is not sensitive to risk compensation. If 20 treatment prevents 96% of infections, even tripling unsafe behaviour means that only 12% of the infections that happened previously would happen following treatment (i.e. risk compensation would lead to 88% of infections being averted per diagnosed individual instead of 96%, which is 25 still a substantial improvement). Second, at lower efficacies, risk compensation may completely offset reductions in transmission and there is a risk of worsening the epidemic if efficacy is low and high levels of risk compensation occur. It is therefore important to specifically address two important but 5 as yet unanswered questions: how likely risk compensation is to occur and to what extent in a group of people who are prescribed ART with the explicit purpose of preventing onward transmission, and how efficacious treatment is in preventing infection in MSM outside a trial setting. 10 Increasing treatment has a much greater impact on infection rates than increasing testing. Although diagnosis reduces a person's infectivity by 65% in our model, treatment reduces infectivity by 96%. Although increasing treatment is much more effective per person than testing in preventing further infection, 15 the cost of increasing testing may be somewhat lower than the cost of increasing treatment. However, the incremental cost of finding undiagnosed cases will change according to the proportion of PLHIV who are undiagnosed. For example, finding the first 50% of undiagnosed cases will be easier and 20 more cost-effective than finding the remaining 50% of cases. Increasing treatment would probably be more straightforward to implement than increasing testing, since those who are already diagnosed are easier to identify than a part of the population that has thus far failed to be identified as being infected. 25 Increasing treatment is also easily measurable, whereas decreasing the time between infection and diagnosis is harder to quantify, since the precise time between infection and diagnosis in the population is not well established. Although CD4 counts may be used to determine changes in the time 30 between infection and diagnosis, they are highly irregular, particularly at the individual level. 31 This means a small change in the population CD4 count with a small sample size is unlikely to give meaningful information about the change in time between infection and diagnosis. Although an intervention certain amount, it would be hard for those implementing the intervention to know just how much testing rates have changed.
The model uses risk reduction parameters taken from studies that focussed on serodiscordant heterosexual couples, 5 whereas the population simulated in the model is predominantly MSM. These MSM engage in anal intercourse, have uncertain (although likely to be very high) levels of condom use following diagnosis and often have multiple partners. Although there is some evidence for treatment-related risk reduction in 10 MSM-dominated epidemics, 12 the effectiveness of treatment for reducing transmission in MSM communities is largely unknown. This is a limitation in any current predictive models of the impact of TasP among MSM and must be considered when interpreting our results. Two observational 15 studies are currently recruiting serodiscordant MSM couples to collate evidence of the potential effectiveness of ART in reducing HIV transmission among MSM. People on ART may have increased unprotected anal or vaginal intercourse if they believe that treatment alone 20 provides sufficient protection from transmission. In a study of serodiscordant gay couples in Sydney, an undetectable viral load was associated with increased risk taking. 32 It has been found that a substantial proportion of transmissions in high-risk activities occur in situations where the viral load was believed to 25 be undetectable. 33 Such risk compensation may be heightened further if patients are prescribed ART with the explicit purpose of reducing onward transmission. Although previous mathematical models have suggested that marginal increases in risk behaviours will result in a complete erosion of gains 30 made by treatment, 34 such models assumed low levels of ART protection and low levels of knowledge about TasP. In contrast, we believe that knowledge about TasP is widespread among those currently on treatment. If treatment does indeed reduce infectivity by 96%, risk behaviour would have to increase by a 35 factor of 25 to eliminate any benefit of increasing treatment in preventing infection; however, if treatment effectiveness is as low as 26%, as reported in Jia et al., 7 then risk behaviours returning to prediagnosis levels will result in more infections. The degree of risk compensation should be assessed through 40 observation following such an intervention.
Increased treatment rates also have an upper limit of effectiveness due to adherence. Although the rate of complete viral suppression is high in those treated in Australia, the number of people who report being currently on ART is higher 45 (at around 57%) 30 than the equivalent full-time equivalent doses of antiretroviral regimens counted in Australia (at around 50%). 35 Although part of the discrepancy may be due to sampling bias in the surveys in which HIV-positive men report ART use, it is also possible that a person who is prescribed 50 ART but is not taking all doses counts as only a fraction of a person taking doses as prescribed.
Our modelling study has shown that as an intervention strategy, increased treatment may result in a substantial reduction in the number of transmissions at the population-55 level if efficacy is at the higher end of reported results. However, if starting treatment early results in a net negative impact on the health of the individual in the long term, then early ART should not be initiated. Most medical practitioners in Australia focus on the course of action that is best for their patient and do not consider the impact of treatment on the broader population. 36 Hence, a justification of the introduction of TasP must show that the expected benefit to the individual of earlier initiation will also be positive to ensure that the doctor is always giving advice in 5 the best interest of the patient to maintain the doctor-patient relationship. It has been noted that the implementation of a TasP strategy may have detrimental implications on those who are targeted for the intervention. 37 Since the side-effects, clinical benefit and protective qualities of ART will vary by individual, 10 treatment decisions need to be made on an individual basis. Data from the Strategic Timing of Antiretroviral Treatment trial will assist in providing some of this information. 38 HIV testing can facilitate reductions in onward transmission by informing individuals about their serostatus, which has been 15 shown to result in changes in risk behaviour. [14] [15] [16] [17] 27 Some barriers such as inconvenience, cost and stigmatisation must be addressed if testing coverage and frequency is to increase. 39 There are indications that the rate of morbidities and mortality in people who initiate treatment early is lower 20 than in those who delay treatment. 40, 41 Higher CD4 counts are associated with lower rates of both AIDS and non-AIDS defining illnesses that result in death, including non-AIDS infections, 42 malignancies, 42-44 liver disease 42 and renal events. 43 Cardiovascular events may also have an association 25 with raised viral loads. 42 A substantial proportion of PLHIV who are not receiving treatment in Australia have CD4 counts below 500 cells mL -1 . Hence the early initiation of ART may confer benefits to the individual independent of prevention of HIV transmission. 30 Extremely early treatment may even result in a 'functional cure' where viral load is maintained at either very low or undetectable levels in some patients, even after stopping ART. 45 A program that encourages quick testing -and treatment if necessary -following an event with a high risk 35 of transmission (in a manner similar to postexposure prophylaxis) may reduce the number of transmission and also reduce the long-term cost of treatment.
In contrast to these benefits, the implementation of increased treatment may also contribute to an increased rate of multiple 40 drug resistance 46 and may result in PLHIV having limited drug options sooner than if treatment rates remained the same. 47 Treatment may need to be delayed even when CD4 counts are low in order to treat coinfections such as hepatitis C virus. 48 The decision to initiate a patient on ART must acknowledge that 45 the individual should continue ART or risk a viral rebound and possibly the development of ART resistance. 49 Use of ART can result in a variety of short-term side-effects such as nausea, diarrhoea, fatigue and anaemia. 50 The use of specific types of ART may be associated with cardiovascular events. 51 Thus the 50 impact of these side-effects on quality of life needs to be considered when initiating treatment. The implementation of TasP, supported by regular testing of people at high risk of HIV who have not previously been diagnosed, will reduce the number of new infections in 55 Australia substantially if efficacy is high. However, the epidemiological benefits of TasP need to be considered in the context of the benefits and detriments that increased treatment would have for the individuals who may be targeted by this intervention.
